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Abstract. The paper proposes a new method, called the Fast Quadratic Transform (FQT),
to solve the general indeﬁnite two-variable quadratic equation in integers. The paper presents
the new approach, discusses its properties, and provides a comparative evaluation with the
classical technique. The FQT is demonstrated to be markedly superior for all cases in which








All mean is best. (There is virtue in moderation.) Antisthenes
1. Introduction
Consider the equation
(1.1) ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx+ ey + f = 0, (note 1)
Assume that the coeﬃcients are integers, that ∆ = b2 − 4ac is positive and not a perfect
square, and that bde− ae2 − cd2 −∆f 6= 0, (note 2).
Classical theory implies that the solutions in integers, if any, be determined as follows.
(a) Solve the Pell equation t2 − ∆u2 by continued fraction expansion of √∆. The ﬁrst
or second non-trivial solution provides a rational integer automorph G or G2 of the
solution set for Equation (1.1).
(b) Locate a set of basic solutions by searching the interval on each branch between a
chosen point and its transform by G, or by G2 if G is not integral or has negative
eigenvalues. The images of this basic set under powers of G constitute a complete set,
(note 3).
This paper proposes an improved method, employing a diﬀerent automorph T . The new
method is superior for many instances of Equation (1.1) because:
(a) The parameters of T are direct functions of the coeﬃcients, and
(b) The basic solution set is never larger than that for G.
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Henceforth the new method shall have the name Fast Quadratic Transform (FQT), in view
of the above properties.
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,
where (t, u) solves the Pell equation, is an element of the automorphism group on solutions to
Equation (1.1). G is unimodular, and has eigenvalues t±u√∆, which are units in the ﬁeld of
rational numbers augmented by
√
∆.
Gmay have integer entries for some minimal Pellian solutions, but always has integer entries
for next-to-minimal solutions. If ∆ divides t0 − 1, integrality obtains regardless of d and e.
For (t1, u1) = (2u20∆+ 1, 2t0u0), ∆ always divides t1 − 1.
To complete the solution of Equation (1.1), identify on each branch a point and its transform
by G (or by G2 if G is not integral or has negative eigenvalues.) If desired, select the points
equidistant from the intersection of asymptotes to minimize included arc lengths. Then ﬁnd
all solutions on the arcs and transform them under powers of G (or G2). There is no other
solution; if there were, it could be mapped by a power of G (or G2) into a new element of the
basic set, which had been assumed complete.











































is also invariant on the solutions to Equation (1.1). The determinant is 1, and iﬀ ac|b2 the
eigenvectors b2/2ac− 1± (b/2ac)√∆ are units in the ﬁeld of rational numbers augmented by√
∆. The entries of T are integral iﬀ a|b, a|d, c|b, and c|e, in which case ac|b2.
T has the property of conjugate propagation, meaning that if (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are
distinct solutions to Equation (1.1) for which x1 = x2 or y1 = y2, then respectively: (xˆ1, yˆ1) =
S(x1, y1) is such that yˆ1 = y2; or (x˜1, y˜1) = T (x1, y1) is such that x˜1 = x2.
Observe that unimodular change of coordinates need not preserve the property. For exam-

















Then fˆ(xˆ, yˆ) = f(x, y) = xˆ2 − xˆyˆ − yˆ2 − xˆ = 0. The coeﬃcients of f and fˆ determine
transformations T and T̂ , but U−1TU 6= T̂ .
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Solution of Equation (1.1) using T follows the same steps as solution using G.
4. A Comparison of the Methods



















Assume therefore that these choices prevail. Then, let ΛG and ΛT be the eigenvalue norms
of G and T . If ΛT is a quadratic unit, then p = log ΛG/ log ΛT , the power to which T must
be raised to equal ±G, is rational by Dirichlet. If p is irrational, then it is transcendental, by
Gel'fond, (note 4).
The proof of the following result is suﬃciently involved to require formal statement as a
theorem.
Theorem 4.1. ΛT ≤ ΛG
Proof. Demonstration proceeds in two phases.
(a) Parametric generation of all triples (t, u,∆) solving t2−∆u2 = 1, where ∆ = b2− 4ac
for some pair (b, ac).
(b) Selection of a pair (B,AC) such that
(i) sgn(AC) = sgn(t)
(ii) sgn(B/AC) = sgn(u)
(iii) ΛT (B,AC) ≤ ΛG(∆)
(iv) ΛT (b, ac) < ΛT (B,AC) for any other pair satisfying (i) and (ii)
Part (a). Since t2 −∆u2 = 1, u2|t2 − 1. If u is odd, u2|t− 1 or u2|t+ 1, hence t = u2j ± 1,
and ∆ = (uj)2 ± 2j. If u is even, u2|2(t − 1) or u2|2(t + 1), hence t = (u2/2)j ± 1, and
∆ = (uj/2)2± j. Identify the cases as P (for plus) or M (for minus), depending on the choice
of sign. Assume j 6= 0, u 6= 0, ∆ 6= 0, because these cases are trivial. Observe then that
sgn(t) = sgn(j). Since ∆ = b2 − 4ac implies ∆ ≡ 0 (mod 4) or ∆ ≡ 1 (mod 4), ignore triples
for which this condition does not hold.
Part (b). Assume ﬁrst that u is odd. If j is odd, ∆ ≡ 3 (mod 4). If j is even, ∆ ≡ 0
(mod 4).
In the P case for even j, (B,AC) =
(
uj+2 sgn(u), 1+ |u| j− j/2) satisﬁes all criteria. The
ﬁrst two conformances are obvious. The third may be checked by noting that |B/2AC| < |u|,
insofar as ΛT (B,AC) < ΛG(∆) iﬀ the normed eigenvalue diﬀerence of T is less than that of
G. The fourth may be checked by noting the monotone properties of b/2ac with ∆ constant,
and observing that (b, ac) = (uj,−j/2) violates (i).
In the M case for even j, the corresponding pair is (B,AC) = (uj, j/2). For this example
|B/2AC| = |u|, and the pair (b, ac) = (uj − 2 sgn(u), 1− |u| j + j/2) violates (i).
Assume next that u is even. If j ≡ 0 (mod 4), then the analysis exhibited for the case




)2 ± 4k = (uˆ)2 ± 2ˆ. If j ≡ 2 (mod 4), then ∆ ≡ 2 (mod 4).
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It remains, therefore, to examine the P and M cases for j ≡ (2 ∓ 1) (mod 4) with u
even. For these cases ∆ ≡ (1 ∓ 1 + u (mod 2) + j) (mod 4). If ∆ is reachable, (B,AC) =(
uj/2 + sgn(u), (1 + |u| j ∓ j)/4) satisﬁes the criteria. |B/AC| < |u|, and (b, ac) = (uj/2 −
sgn(u), (1− |u| j ∓ j)/4) violates (i). 
Corollary 4.2. ΛT = ΛG implies ∆ ≡ 0 (mod 4). Equivalently, ∆ ≡ 1 (mod 4) implies
ΛT < ΛG.
5. Examples


















G3 = T 3, for (t, u,∆) = (9,−4, 5). G2 is required because G does not have integral entries. A
complete set of solutions is obtained by transforming (0, 0) and (1, 0) by powers of T . These
solutions are of the form (u2k−1u2k, u2ku2k+1) and (u2k+1u2k+2, u2ku2k+1), where uj is an
element of the bi-directional Fibonacci sequence: u0 = 0, u1 = 1, uj = uj−2 + uj−1.

















G = T 3, for (t, u,∆) = (−649,−180, 13). A complete set of solutions is obtained by trans-
forming (0, 0) and (0,−1). Basic solutions are found by searching between points and their
transforms by G2, because eigenvalues are negative.
6. Applicability and Performance of the Fast Quadratic Transform
Table 1 illustrates the extent of applicability and relative performance of the FQT for values
of ∆ ≤ 200. Column 1, labeled `∆', lists values for which there exists a pair (b, ac) such that
ac|b2. An asterisk (*) indicates that ∆|t + 1 for a minimal t > 0 Pellian solution. Column
2, labeled `r', lists the residue modulo 4 of the square-free factor of ∆. Columns 3 through
6, labeled `pairs (|b| , ac)' list all pairs for which ac|b2, in increasing order on ac. Column 7,
labeled `p', lists the power p = log ΛG/ log ΛT , for the pair (b, ac) ﬂagged with a dagger `†'.
This is the minimum power over all qualifying pairs. Column 8, labeled `q', lists the period
of the continued fraction expansion for
√
∆.
The number of pairs represented, 93 for 52 of 86 possible ∆'s, is an index of applicability
of the FQT. The power `p' and the period `q' are indices of relative performance.
7. Future Research
Further eﬀorts are justiﬁed to advance the theory of several fronts. Included are:
(a) extensions to solution algorithms for inhomogeneous quadratic forms of more than
two variables. This problem relates to the general quadratic programming problem in
integers, insofar as quadratic forms are boundaries of inequality-constrained regions.
(b) investigations into relationships between G and T involving the theory of indeﬁnite
quadratic forms. One conjecture is that the power p = log ΛG/ log ΛT , given ac|b2,
must be a positive integer if the square-free factor of ∆ is congruent to 2 or 3 (mod 4),
and must be of the form 3j/2 > 0 or unity if the named residue is 1. A second
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conjecture is that ∆|t0 + 1 > 0 implies ∆ ≡ 1 (mod 4), and that ∆|t0 − 1 > 0 is
impossible. The conjectures are true for ∆ ≤ 5000.
(c) inquiries concerning the employment of integer search techniques to aid in solving
continuous problems
(d) solving quadratics of more than two variables
(e) solving mathematical programming problems with inequality quadratic constraints
(f) providing examples which reduce to the requirement of solving problems of the above
types
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Table 1: Data from the Fast Quadratic Transform
∆ r pairs (|b| , ac) p q
*5 1 (1,-1) †(3,1) (5,5) 1.5 1
8 2 (2,-1) †(4,2) 1.0 2
12 3 (2,-2) †(4,1) (6,6) 1.0 2
*13 1 †(3,-1) 3.0 5
20 1 (2,-4) †(4,-1) (6,4) 1.0 2
21 1 (3,-3) †(5,1) (7,7) 1.5 6
24 2 (4,-2) †(6,3) 1.0 2
28 3 †(6,2) 2.0 4
29 1 †(5,-1) 3.0 5
32 2 (4,-4) †(6,1) (8,8) 1.0 4
40 2 †(6,-1) 1.0 2
44 3 †(6,-2) 2.0 8
45 1 (5,-5) †(7,1) (9,9) 1.5 6
48 3 (4,-8) (6,-3) †(8,4) 1.0 2
52 1 †(6,-4) 3.0 6
*53 1 †(7,-1) 3.0 5
56 2 †(8,2) 1.0 2
60 3 (6,-6) †(8,1) (10,10) 1.0 4
68 1 †(8,-1) 1.0 2
69 1 †(9,3) 3.0 8
72 2 (6,-9) †(8,-2) 1.0 2
77 1 (7,-7) †(9,1) (11,11) 1.5 6
80 1 (8,-4) †(10,5) (12,16) 1.0 2
84 1 (6,-12) †(10,4) 1.5 2
*85 1 †(9,-1) 3.0 5
92 3 †(10,2) 2.0 8
93 1 †(9,-3) 3.0 10
96 2 (8,-8) †(10,1) (12,12) 1.0 4
104 2 †(10,-1) 1.0 2
108 3 †(10,-2) (12,9) 2.0 8
112 3 †(12,8) 2.0 6
116 1 †(10,-4) 3.0 10
(continued)
*∆|t0 + 1 > 0
†Used to compute p
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Table 1 (continued)
∆ r pairs (|b| , ac) p q
117 1 (9,-9) †(11,1) (13,13) 1.5 6
120 2 (10,-5) †(12,6) 1.0 2
*125 1 †(11,-1) (15,25) 3.0 5
128 2 (8,-16) †(12,4) 2.0 4
132 1 †(12,3) 1.0 2
136 2 †(12,2) 1.0 4
140 3 (10,-10) †(12,1) (14,14) 1.0 4
148 1 †(12,-1) 1.0 2
152 2 †(12,-2) 1.0 2
156 2 †(12,-3) 1.0 2
160 2 †(12,-4) 2.0 8
165 1 (11,-11) †(13,1) (15,15) 1.5 6
168 2 (12,-6) †(14,7) 1.0 2
*173 1 †(13,-1) 3.0 5
176 3 †(12,-8) 2.0 4
180 1 (10,-20) (12,-9) †(14,4) 1.5 4
188 3 †(14,2) 2.0 8
189 1 †(15,9) 1.5 4
192 3 (12,-12) †(14,1) (16,16) 1.0 4
200 2 †(14,-1) 1.0 2
*∆|t0 + 1 > 0
†Used to compute p
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Notes
1. This equation has a long and illustrious history. Dickson (25, Vol. 2, pp. 341400) gives
numerous references. Gel'fond (36, pp. 3346) and Mordell (74, 5365) relate more recent
developments. Other sources are Barlow (6, pp. 245295), Carmichael (9, pp. 3435), and
Skolem (98, 4247).
2. Mordell (74, p. 57) discusses the restrictions in greater detail.
3. Classical interest in the so-called Pell equation was restimulated by the letter of Fermat
(22). Important advances followed by Euler (32; 33; 34), including the introduction of au-
tomorphic solution transforms. Lagrange (53; 54) developed the ﬁrst proofs of an inﬁnitude
of solutions. Gauss (35, pp. 163200, and pp. 215216) contributed further insights on in-
deﬁnite forms and the relationship to the general second degree equation. The next major
breakthrough in understanding was the unit theorem of Dirichlet (29). The ﬁrst signiﬁcant
computational advance was that of Lehmer (61; 62), stating in part some results which may
have been known to Legendre. Extensive historical coverage was provided by Heath (43, pp.
277292), Dickson (25, Vol. 2, pp. 341400), Ore (81), F. Châtelet (15), Shanks (93), and
LeVeque (67).
Material speciﬁcally on the Pell equation appears in Barlow (6, pp. 245295), Serret (92,
pp. 785), Chrystal (18, pp. 482490), Sommer (99, p. 104), Heath (43, pp. 277292),
Carmichael (9, pp. 2633), Landau (55, pp. 5764), Perron (82, pp. 102110), Bachmann
(5, pp. 175199), Skolem (98, pp. 4247), Dickson (28, pp. 8087), Uspensky and Heaslet
(103, pp. 346369), Lehmer (63, pp. 5557), Scholz (91, pp. 107113), Davenport (19, pp.
107111), Jones (50, pp. 7173 and pp. 96104), LeVeque (66, Vol. 1, pp. 137158), Landau
(56, pp. 7684), Holzer (47, Vol. 1, pp. 157187), Gel'fond (36, pp. 1932), Pisot (83), Nagell
(75), Sierpi«ski (97, pp. 305309), McCoy (72, pp. 96142), Niven and Zuckermann (77, pp.
175181), and Mordell (74, pp. 5365).
Sources relating to the Dirichlet Unit Theorem and consequences include Minkowski (73,
pp. 137147), Ore (80, pp. 6369), Hasse (40, p. 262), Pollard (84, pp. 125141), Hall (37,
p. 124), Artin (3), Pisot (83), O'Meara (79, p. 77), Borevi£ and afarevi£ (8, pp. 107123),
Eichler (31, pp. 98108), Samuel (88), and Hasse (42, p.516)
General material on units obtains in Hilbert (45, pp. 284285), Weber (108, Vol. 2, pp.
670684), Sommer (99, pp. 98107), Minkowski (73, pp. 137147), Reid (85, pp. 403426),
Hecke (44, pp. 127217), Bachmann (5, pp. 175-199), Ore (80, pp. 6369), Jung (51), Weyl
(112, pp. 168175), Lehmer (63, pp. 7577), Hasse (40, pp. 282289), Pollard (84, pp. 71
78), Hardy and Wright (39, pp. 204217), Hall (37, pp. 123132), Behnke (7, pp. 157165),
LeVeque (66, Vol. 2, pp. 7481), Holzer (47, Vol. 1, pp. 157187), Pisot (83), Chowla (16), A.
Robinson (86, pp. 4056), Borevi£ and afarevi£ (8, pp. 107123), Eichler (31, pp. 98108),
Hasse (42, pp. 399415), and Hilbert (46, pp. 98109).
The standard works on continued fractions are Perron (82) and Khintchine (52). Other
references are Barlow (6, pp. 261316), Serret (92, pp. 785), Chrystal (18, pp. 423527),
Weber (108, Vol. 1, pp. 358407), Wall (105), Davenport (19, pp. 79114), Hardy and
Wright (39, pp. 129153), Jones (50, pp. 76104), Niven (76, pp. 5167), Olds (78, pp.
88122), Sierpi«ski (97, pp. 282314), McCoy (72, pp. 96142), Niven and Zuckermann (77,
pp. 151181), and Lehmer (64, pp. 138141)
Related treatment of quadratic ﬁelds or forms exists in Hilbert (45, pp. 280324), Sommer
(99), Dickson (25, Vol. 3, pp. 159), Hecke (44, pp. 173217), Dickson (26, pp. 6488),
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Dickson (27, pp. 99116 and pp. 175180), Steinitz (100), Jung (51), Weyl (112, pp. 141
222), Siegel (94), Jones (49, pp. 139185), Pollard (84, pp. 7181), Eichler (30), Hardy and
Wright (39, pp. 204217), Artin (3), Cassels (10, pp. 256303), Watson (107), Weiss (111,
pp. 233254), Deskins (24, pp. 360414), Lang (59, pp. 5557), Chowla (16), Borevi£ and
afarevi£ (8, pp. 107123), Artin (4, pp. 297306), and Scharlau (90).
Automorphisms are examined by Bachmann (5, pp. 175199), Dickson (28, pp. 8087),
Scholz (91, pp. 107113), Jones (49, p. 147), Eichler (30), Cassels (10, pp. 256303), and
Watson (106, pp. 123134).
Ideals are examined by Dedekind (23), Hilbert (45), Sommer (99), Hecke (44), Mann (71),
A. Châtelet (13; 14), and others.
Researches involving topics of important, but peripheral, interest are Weil (109) on rational
points of curves of arbitrary genus, Siegel (95; 96), Ankeny, Artin, and Chowla (2), Lang
(57) for curves of genus exceeding zero, Watson (107) with simpliﬁcations on Siegel (95),
Davenport, Lewis, and Schinzel (21), Cassels (11) with good bibliography, Chowla (17) on
sums of squares, Samuel (89), Lewis (70), and J. Robinson (87).
The following are general works on allied topics. In algebra: Jacobson (48), Zariski and
Samuel (113). In algebraic numbers: Hancock (38) and Lang (60). In class ﬁelds: Hilbert (45),
Hasse (41), and Swinnerton-Dyer (101). In geometry: van der Waerden (104), Weil (110), and
Lang (58).
Recent conference proceedings, advancing thoughts on topical problems such as the Mordell
Conjecture, include American Mathematical Society (1), Cassels and Fröhlich (12), LeVeque
(68), LeVeque and Straus (69), and Turán (102).
On theory relevant to quadratic programming in integers are: Davenport (20) and Lekkerk-
erker (65) on star bodies.
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